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Client Challenges
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40% 60%
The average YOY growth 

rate of corporate data.

Computerworld article: “Data Growth Remains IT’s Biggest 
Challenge, Gartner Says” by Lucas Mearian, November 2010

to $3,212
The cost to store 1 TB 

of data for one year:

IT Key Metrics Data 2014: Key Infrastructure Measures: Storage 
Analysis: Current Year, by Jamie Guevara, Linda Hall and Eric 
Stegman, Gartner, December 13, 2013.

$18,000
The cost to review 

one GB of data:

RAND Study: Where the Money Goes, 2012

100,000
The number of companies that will store over 

1 Petabyte of data by 2020. This is 100% larger than 

the printed collection at the Library of Congress.

CSC Study “Data Revolution” 2011

High Scalability Blog post “How Big is a Petabyte, Exabyte, 
Zettabyte, or a Yottabyte?” September 2012

40%
The percentage of all data that will live 

in or pass through the cloud by 2020:

IDC Study: The Digital Universe of Opportunities: Rich Data and 
the Increasing Value of the Internet of Things, April 2014

$5.5M
The average cost of a data breach, or 

about $194 for each compromised record:

IBM and Ponemon Institute Research study: 2014 Cost of Data 
Breach Study: United States, May 2014



Client Challenges: Deciphering the Hype
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As legal and risk management professionals operate 
within a world of ongoing business uncertainty, more 
consideration has been given to potential information 
risks from litigation; regulations; and the abuse or 
misuse of information by employees, customers and 
partners. Moreover, regulatory risks have grabbed the 
attention of senior executives and corporate boards. 

− Hype Cycle for Legal and Regulatory 
Information Governance, 2014, 
French Caldwell

“

”
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“It’s the CONTENT,
not the CONTAINER”



Blockchain Infrastructure (Decentralized)
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Personal Data in Oil & Gas
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Employee Records

▪ Current and 
Former Employees

▪ Contractors

▪ Subs

Customer Data

▪ Utility Company 
Logs

▪ Loyalty Programs

Royalties

▪ Revenue Figures

▪ Land Owners 
Information



Data Privacy Regulations 
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As companies apply 
blockchain technology across 
their workflows and 
processes, data privacy may 
present a problem.



Important aspects of GDPR
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The law gives certain rights to the users, which include:
▪ The right to be forgotten

▪ The right to data portability

▪ Right to access information related to you

▪ The right to make companies edit/correct/change the data about you

Identity Information Retention Regulations:
▪ ‘Right to Be Forgotten’ - EU Directive 95/46/EC

▪ Deletion of DNA records after 6 months - Protection of Freedom Act 2012 (UK)

Blockchain stores personal data as well as personal transaction 
history, now within the domain of GDPR and all applicable laws 
under the GDPR legal framework.



Personal Information Encryption

CRUD Alternative: CRAB

Create – Retrieve – Append - Burn*
process of deleting encryption key. 
“burn the information”

Traditional Database Operations: CRUD

Create - Read – Update - Delete
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▪ Blockchain can encrypt the personal information of each user.

▪ Receipt of request for deletion of personal information forgetting or deleting the encryption key 
will make the data inaccessible.

▪ In the case of the blockchain, inaccessibility means the data is no longer available - not retrievable.

▪ For some experts, CRAB quals deletion, as in the case of UK’s Data Protection Act.

▪ May be open to legal debate, as there are ways - like quantum computing - that can break the 
encryption.

▪ And, in theory, the hash left on the chain could still qualify as personal data
under GDPR.

▪ Anybody who has the input data can run it through the same hash function and then associate the 
on-chain hash with the underlying individual.

https://blockchain-society.science/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/blockchain_society_research_nodes_1_GDPR_workshop_03072018.pdf
https://medium.com/legalthingsone/legalthings-one-blockchain-gdpr-made-possible-68a5ce09e7ca


“Password” Protect
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In cryptography, a pepper is a secret added to an input such as a password prior to being hashed with a cryptographic hash function. As of 2017, 
NIST recommends[1] using a secret input when storing memorized secrets such as passwords.

NONCE a random string of data

Add to the personal data 

AKA: Peppering the hash,

makes it much harder for an 
outsider to link the on-chain hash 
to the individual

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: 

Not fully secure

Some cryptographers warn that 
peppered hashes rely on keeping a 
‘server-side secret’. If the security of the 
nonce is compromised, then outsiders 
can link the on-chain hash to the 
individual.

Unclear of Personal Data 
classification

It is unclear whether a peppered hash
would qualify as personal data.

POSSIBLE RISKS: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Password
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_hash_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pepper_(cryptography)#cite_note-1
https://medium.com/legalthingsone/legalthings-one-blockchain-gdpr-made-possible-68a5ce09e7ca
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pepper_(cryptography)
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/16891729/best-practices-salting-peppering-passwords
https://blockchain-society.science/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/blockchain_society_research_nodes_1_GDPR_workshop_03072018.pdf


Off-chain
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Keep the personal information “off the chain,” 
instead of “on the chain”.

As the blockchain information is available on an 
open network or “on the chain,” deleting and 
editing information is almost impossible.

In closed or permission-based blockchain, the 
information is stored on local machines or rented 
cloud storage.

This way it is comparatively easier to delete the 
personal data on user’s request using the method 
called forking.



Auditing blockchain based on individual medical record
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DLT Variant
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A non-blockchain distributed ledger could implement a 
consensus algorithm that allows records to be properly 
deleted - through some type of 'delete X, authorised by Y' 
message.

All records would have to be encrypted to stop full nodes just 
retaining copies after the 'delete' transactions has been 
received.

A simple majority voting algorithm could handle a 'delete' 
message - when nodes received the delete command they 
remove that record but keep a copy of the signature initially 
used to sign it to stop the transaction being sent again and 
accepted.



Keeping Compliant
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▪ A lot is still not clear and needs a legal debate.

▪ To come up with a better solution for 
companies that are now hesitant to use 
blockchain in fear of GDPR, a more concrete 
solution is needed.

▪ Tech experts, business managers, and lawyers 
need to sit together to find a way to overcome 
the legal challenges blockchain now faces.

The good news is, there are ways to keep blockchain GDPR compliant. All we 
need is creative thinking, innovative approach, and new applications that can 
avoid conflict with GDPR.


